
Trying to Engage Australians About the Perils Ahead

As I was reading the article below, I thought of Noah spending 100 years telling those around him that
disaster was coming. He knew it was coming because God had personally told him so, but they didn’t
listen – until it was too late. So shall it be at the coming of the Son of Man?1

“The fact is most Australians today live in a fools’ paradise.

It is not the “paradise” that was once considered as the name for Canberra before it was called Canberra.
(This is not a joke. Paradise as a city name was once seriously being considered for the nation’s capital 100
years ago.)

Alas, the paradise Australians live in is even grimmer than Canberra. Our paradise is the one in which the
ethos of  “she’ll  be  right  mate” has been perverted to the  point  that  a collective  economic ignorance has
enveloped the nation.

In this fantasy land the GFC may as well have been a new fast-food acronym and the Intergenerational Report a
plan for a manned mission to Mars. Turnbull was implying this very point while not actually saying it — and the
point is this: people have no experience of the problems the government is talking about and therefore either
don’t care or don’t believe it. And why?

“Australians live in a prosperous,  developed nation with high wages and a very high standard of  living,”
Turnbull said. “We have a generous social welfare safety net which for the most part is carefully targeted. While
we are an enterprising market economy, progressive income taxes and means-testing of virtually all working-
age social payments result in much less inequality in after-tax incomes than comparable societies such as the
US or the UK.”

He forgot to mention we have historically low interest rates, relatively low unemployment and low inflation. It
sure sounds like paradise. The problem is few people appear to be listening to the warning it will soon be a
paradise lost.

Trying to engage Australians about the perils ahead is like trying to administer a drug to a patient who refuses
to believe they are diseased. They feel no pain hence nothing serious could be wrong.

The problem is simply that  Australians have no personal  experience of  the hardships ahead for which the
government is  trying to prescribe an antidote for.  It  is  an abstract  concept.  This is  what makes reform so
difficult when you don’t have a recession.” 2

Today, not only are Australians living in ‘la-la land’ ignoring the reality of impending economic disaster,
so are those who ignore the prophetic warnings that have been coming. For 5-10 year at least, the Lord
has been advising us that we are in the Last Days and that we need to prepare ourselves for what’s ahead.
The lee-time that he’s given us is to prepare us so that we are ready, but this requires that we acknowledge
his warnings and submit ourselves to his remodelling of our lives and our  attitudes.

Let’s get ready by listening to his loving warnings and instructions.

Laurence
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1 – Luke 17:26
2 – Simon Benson “Welcome to the Dumb Luck Club”, The Daily Telegraph, March 13, 2015 
(www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/opinion/welcome-to-the-dumb-luck-club/story-fni0cwl5-1227260300432)
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